
3. A close up of a runner on a country trail

4.  Medium close up of the runner’s face approaching camera 5. Cut to a profile shot revealing scenery - trees, mountains, 
golden light

HOWEVER YOU 
TRAVEL

6. Shot of training shoes splashing through a stream

WHATEVER 
YOUR PROCESS

1.  Dog in interior hallway looks longingly at running shoes 2. The owner and dog exit shot



7. Cut to following shot 8. Runner on a lake shore

WHEREVER YOUR 
BUSINESS TAKES YOU

9. Cut to a drone shot rising above the runner

LEAVE NOTHING 
BEHIND

IMERSORB  
LOCKS IN VOCs

10. we see her approaching her vehicle

IMERSORB  
INHIBITS ODOURS

11. Cut to silhouetted profile shot of the vehicle as 
it begins to pull off 12. Final Interior of dog looking up a tree canopy through sunroof

 MAKING INTERIOR  
 AIR CLEANER   
 & FRESHER



1. Black suited skydiver in from right of frame - wide shot 2.  Grey suited skydiver flies in opposite direction from left of frame 3. POV shot from black suited skydiver (GoPro style shot) as the grey 
suited guy approaches

4. Side on wide shot as the two meet and bounce off each other 
instead of connecting - somersaulting away

5. Bright (yellow?) suited skydiver appears in shot, expertly in 
control he or she gets into position

6. Wider shot - The other two skydivers approach - all arms open

AND POLYPROPELENE

BUT IMERPLAST 
MAKES IT HAPPEN

ISN’T EASY

TO COMBINE 
POLYETHELENE



7. They connect - close up shots of hands etc 9. Cut to wider shot of the three skydivers from above

WITH LASTING 
STRENGTH 

8.  Cut to mid shots of the 3 skydivers rotating together happily

10. Cut to final wide top shot showing the group we have 
established plus one more identically dressed group to get across 

the idea the ImerPlast makes multiple connections possible.

FOR PERFECT 
COMBINATIONS 
EVERY TIME



1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

FOR EVEN  
SMOOTHER FLOW

ENHANCED  
RIGIDITY

ADDED 
STRENGTH

HIGH  
IMPACT 
RESISTANCE

LIGHTNESS ON 
A WHOLE 
NEW LEVEL



7. 8. 9.

10. 11.
12.

IMPROVED 
DIMENSIONAL 
STABILITY

THE  
REVOLUTION  
IS HERE

IMERYS HAR 3G 
A NEW WAVE IN 
HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
TALC




